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I. Introduction
Now-a-days, people from all the regions are very much concerned 
about environment. That’s the reason that even the profile of a fresh 
job aspirant ready to enter the job market is changing. Apart from 
being young, enthusiastic, eager to grab opportunities, confident, 
friendly, they have a high sense of awareness of the most serious 
and current issues, political, social and environmental. They are 
aware and concerned about the most pressing and common issue-
environmental. Therefore in the race to attract the most talented, 
innovative employees, some companies like GE are painting 
themselves in green—a rich environmental green—to boost their 
recruiting leverage.  In addition, recruiters need to make the firm’s 
environmental stance a critical element of their sales pitch to 
potential applicants and candidates. Hence the need & the time 
has come to implement what is called a “green ” strategy now!

II. Few Examples of Companies Going Green 
Google is leading the way not just in its environmental practices 
but also in publicizing their environmental record and approach. 
Like many emerging green companies, Google has hired a director 
who coordinates corporate environmental efforts in an attempt to 
match their corporate business strategy with their environmental 
efforts. Companies like Honda, S.C. Johnson, Goldman Sachs, 
Starbucks, Patagonia, Timberland, and GE have successfully used 
their environmentally friendly policies to sell their product and 
gain media exposure.

A. Green at Every Funtional Area of HRM
Planning1. 
Staffing2. 
Training and Development3. 
Compensation4. 
Motivation5. 
Employee Services and Benefits6. 
Employee Records 7. 
Industrial Relations8. 
Research 9. 

1. Planning
Human Resource Planning is a process by which an organization 
should move from its current manpower position to its desired 
manpower position. It strives to have the right number and right 
kind of people at the right places at the right time, doing things 
which result in both the organization and the individual receiving 
maximum long-run benefit. Most of the companies are going green 
as we have seen from the examples cited above. They coordinate 
their corporate business strategy with their environmental efforts 
and for these they need right people and for them the right people 
are those who are environmental – friendly. Henceforth, companies 
are going for green recruiting?

(i). Then What is Green Recruiting?
Green recruitment is a type of recruitment which is eco-friendly. 
Green Recruitment means a paper-free recruitment process with a 

minimal environmental impact. Applications are invited through 
online mediums like e-mail, online application forms or the Global 
Talent Pool. If possible, telephone or video-based interviews 
are conducted to minimize any travel-related environmental 
impact.

(ii). Green Recruiting and Selection Process
Green recruiting and selection process has a number of steeples 
to cross such as:

Deciding what positions are to be filled through thorough • 
personnel planning and forecasting. And if the company’s 
vision and mission is greenness all over the community, then 
their strategy would be green recruiting- recruiting those who 
have interest in maintaining green all over.
Search for a pool of candidates for these jobs from internal • 
& external sources. From internal sources, we can know 
employees who are environment friendly by their actions 
while at work and from external sources through aspirant’s 
applications. This pool of candidates helps the company to 
plan green.
Scrutinizing candidate’s complete application forms & conduct • 
initial screening interviews. This helps the companies to know 
exactly what the candidate think about environment.
Usage of selection tools like tests, background investigations, • 
and physical exams consisting of few environmental 
questions should be asked to identify suitable candidates 
who are interested in environmental issues. Their physical 
examination shows about their eating habits, exercises etc.
Deciding the suitable candidates is essential through • 
consultations with the panel/supervisors who conducted 
interviews & keeping in view the green in the mind. This is 
of utmost important as the angle of thinking to join a company 
among different demographics is changing a lot. 

(iii). Then, Why Green Recruiting? 
The ‘green recruiting’ mantra has emerged only in recent years as a 
concern towards environmental issues after knowing the disasters 
due to it. The high sense of awareness both among employees and 
employers has triggered this trend. The reasons why companies are 
becoming a part of this green jamboree include the following:

The recruiting leverage of a company can be improved only • 
when company is environment friendly.
Job Aspirants & Employees are very much aware & concerned • 
about the environmental issues. They are seeking a job 
after checking the environmental credentials of a company 
and assessing its status regarding profit, environment and 
treatment of employees and then are accepting the offer of 
the company. 
The mindset of Generation Y is towards green & greenery • 
as they learnt about the importance of the environment and 
recycling in classes since elementary school. They evaluate 
everything from their daily chores to product purchasing to 
job selection & so on keeping in view their green mindset. It 
has become so important to them that even starting salaries 
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take a back seat behind “greenness” when they assess their 
potential employers.
Aspirants & Employees are demanding greenness in and off • 
the premises. They press their demand for integrating business 
and the environment. They want to work for a company that 
is environment – friendly as they care for their health as it is 
rightly said now – a –days that true wealth is health today.
Job aspirants around the world love to work for an • 
environmentally- friendly company. Countries like Germany, 
Australia, Finland & others are extremely passionate about the 
environment. Hence, Global & Indian companies are prepared 
to meet a growing set of eco-expectations as an employer.
Society prefers green. Consumers prefer to buy the products • 
sold by socially responsible companies. Suppliers prefer to 
supply required M’s – money, machines, and materials to 
those companies who demonstrate a strong commitment 
towards reducing pollution. Job aspirants prefer to join 
those companies who are eco-friendly. Partnerships between 
firms can be formed if both have a common understanding 
of maintaining green environment.

2. Staffing
Staffing is determining what type of people should be hired and 
selecting them and then setting standards for them to accomplish 
the objectives of the company.

(i). How Green Recruiting?
Green recruiting is possible in the following ways-

During their hiring process, companies should propagate their • 
environment friendly credentials and give publicity to their 
‘go green’ campaigns and pro-environment practices.
Cover Print & Electronic media by quoting company’s stature • 
as a “green” vision & mission such as -----
Company’s Web site is a perfect place to promote a company’s • 
‘greenness’ by adding a link on the company’s home page 
about its green efforts and community outreach. 
Use social networking sites such as Facebook, Twitter, • 
YouTube, and LinkedIN to employ potential candidates & 
to market their organization, its ‘greenness,’ and current 
job openings. This method also helps decrease the use of 
unwanted paper.  
E-mail is the ideal place for employees to show candidates • 
the eco-friendly aspects of the company using slogans like 
“Think Green” or “Reduce, Reuse, Recycle.”  etc.
Annual report. Because some applicants take the time to read • 
annual report of the company, make sure it includes sections 
that highlight your environmental record and the fact that they 
recruit environmentally friendly employees. For example, 
If the firm uses bio-diesel fuel, pays fair market value to 
suppliers, is energy-efficient, or if it buys “carbon offsets,” 
etc , then these these selling points should be highlighted.
It is very important to create positive Public Relations by • 
featuring in articles and blogs regarding their green efforts. 
This will promote a durable image and create positive word 
of mouth. 
Print only handouts that include information not available on • 
the company’s Web site.
Emphasize the company’s environmental successes in job • 
descriptions, recruiting advertisements, during interviews 
with applicants & wherever possible.
Mention about environmental concern on the products. • 
Prepare the employees to spread the word about green • 

campaigns.
During the Interview Process it is essential to bring up • 
environmental issues. Use 100 percent recycled paper; take 
family-style food catering as it produces less wastages, pitchers 
of water and large bottles of sodas instead of individual bottles 
and cans on the tables during interviews. 
All these efforts help the company to get the type of people • 
they need in maintaining their green mantra.

3. Training And Development
Providing the training necessary to ensure that employees have 
the knowledge and skills needed to accomplish their tasks. While 
training, the importance of environment can be emphasized as 
follows

Value statements:  Make sure to teach them the corporate • 
goals, values, and even corporate business objectives 
including environmental elements.
Train about the products: Train the employees about the • 
products that they are environmentally friendly. 
Use of technology: Use of technology such as computers, • 
internet, web-sites, blogs, email etc, trains the employees 
off the job about greenness. This brings awareness of 
environment to the employees as well as it reduces paper 
work & tree cuttings.
They can also train them by organizing Role plays, Group • 
Discussions, Seminars etc. about their emphasis on 
greenness.
Measure ongoing Going Green progress by conducting Going • 
Green Surveys annually.
Increase employee awareness about Going Green and the • 
need to support the company’s Going Green initiatives. It 
will get employees thinking about how they can contribute 
to the Going Green effort.
Encourage employees to adapt company’s Going Green • 
concepts to their personal life, which can be good for 
everyone.
Advisory group. Ask the advice of six to eight environmentally • 
friendly employees, measuring the quality of the message the 
company is sending and how to reach and convince more 
applicants of their strong “green” record.
Hold post exit interviews with the top performers of • 
the company to identify whether environmental factors 
contributed to their exit so that the company can develop 
their green credentials.

4. Compensation
The HR department should implement a ‘Going Green’ program 
to reward employees apart from their regular compensation for 
their green efforts in the following ways-

The company can reward employees who arrange an office • 
carpool or a bike commute to ply to & fro to the office. 
Give rewards to the workforce for recycling unwanted paper, • 
using reusable water bottles, and utilizing energy saving 
power strips. The reward system will help recruit eco-friendly 
candidates to the organization.  

5. Motivation
It is important for company to motivate employees –

By mentioning in the media regarding their green efforts. • 
This will promote a durable image and create positive word 
of mouth. 
Pay out generous bonuses to workers who spread the word • 
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to their younger peers about going green objective of the 
company.
Awards. Winning awards for excellence is always a major • 
element of building an employment brand, so obviously 
winning “environmental” awards should be a major element 
of the company’s strategy. This is possible by the efforts of 
employees and hence they should be given due recognition 
in that achievement too.
Develop metrics and rewards. Company’s green recruiting • 
effort must have metrics and rewards tied to it. Some of 
the metrics that can be included are the percentage of 
candidates who are aware of its strong environmental record 
and the percentage of new hires who said that company’s 
environmental record was one of their top-five reasons for 
accepting their offer. 

6. Employee Services and Benefits
The company is giving financial benefits to their employees by 
directly crediting their accounts, thereby paper work is reduced 
as we all know that a paper to be made cost us hundreds of trees. 
Entertainment programmes are conducted in which greenness 
propaganda is been done. They can also make it compulsory to do 
yoga and be healthy as healthy people know about the importance 
of green. Efforts like adding holistic health options, paid time to 
volunteer for environmental causes, matching donations to green 
causes, and support for alternative transportation options etc can 
be added to their benefit package.

7. Emloyee Records
Keep the records of all those employees who helped the company 
maintain its green environment by using recycled goods, planting 
trees and any other means so that the become role models to those 
who join later and may follow their foot prints.

8. Industrial Relations
Conflicts are but natural when there are two and many working 
together. But these are to be resolved quickly. The resolution 
process and its records are to be maintained and for all these efforts 
must be done such as use of recycled paper, computers, counseling 
through emails etc wherever possible make teams with contrary 
views to work for informal events like gardening, hobby fulfilling 
etc which may resolve the conflicts without much disturbances 
of the company’s going green campaign.

9. Research
Company should go on with their green campaign as it is a buzz 
word today. They have to find ways on how can they make the 
world green. Therefore, research in their product designing, 
services, recruitment, advertisement, marketing, production, 
financial aspects where much possibilities are there to satisfy 
their employees, customers, suppliers and other stake holders by 
making the word “ GREEN” go parallel to all their efforts. We 
find that most of the companies had already started this.

III. Conclusion
Concern for environmental issues is the success mantra for a 
company to survive or expand their business. Going green is in 
everyone’s mind. It makes sense to go green as pollution is day by 
day increasing causing ill effects on the society-be it consumers, 
employees, suppliers, stakeholders or so. The benefits of Going 
Green to a company include:

Reducing ongoing energy costs and costs for other non-• 

renewable resources.
Enhancing the sustainability of the company.• 
Sending an important message to employees, customers, • 
shareholders and the community that the company cares 
about conserving energy and natural resources, and saving 
the environment.

IV. Suggestions 
Going green helps all the departments in the organization- be it 
Production, Marketing, Finance or Human Resource in particular 
and the company & Society in general. Therefore, strategies to 
go green should be framed by
1. Gathering ideas from employees through brain storming & 
by other means for saving energy and reducing the use of non-
renewable natural resources relating to: 

Overall company operations such as heating, air conditioning, • 
lighting, etc.
equipment and business process energy use including IT • 
equipment energy use
business travel• 
costs and energy used in shipping/transportation of the • 
company’s products and purchased goods/supplies
The company can help employees reduce their personal • 
energy by fixing appropriate work hours so as to avoid rush 
hour traffic, four day work week, telecommuting, car pooling 
to reduce driving etc.
recycling opportunities• 
using alternative energy sources• 
using alternative materials in producing products, where • 
appropriate
reducing paper work & replacing it with CD’s, PENDRIVE • 
etc to store & retrieve data
streamlining processes• 
reducing packaging costs• 
selecting “Green” suppliers• 
reducing water usage• 

2. Evaluating the awareness of the employees about Green 
initiatives of the company.
3. Finding out the ways to get employees more involvement in 
the company’s environmental initiatives.
In relation to HR, Green recruiting is the buzz word to attract 
aspirants of this generation and hence the HR manager should 
leave no stone unturned to fix environmental concerns in every 
strategy he frames regarding functional areas of HRM such as 
recruitment, selection, Training & Development, compensation, 
motivation etc for the benefit of the company in particular and 
the benefit of society in general.
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